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COMPETITION

Thanks to Wienerworld, I have 3 copies of KISS 
Resurrection DVD's to give away. All you have to 
do is answer the questions below and submit your 
entry, it's as easy as that!

From the early 70s, KISS has been the spectacle
for all to see, with their elaborate fire-breathing
and blood spitting, bombastic stage show, and
larger than life personas. In the mid 80s however,
KISS removed the make-up, changed a few
members, and went on stage in a different form -
perhaps even losing touch with what KISS
originally stood for. 

For years, fans hoped and prayed that someday,
there would be a return of the superheroes they

once knew. Then, in 1996, those wishes became a reality! KISS was
resurrected and came back full force with the make-up, elaborate costumes,
and their trademark stage show! 

Here we will take you through the journey of the band's resurrection with
the reunion press conference on the S. S. Intrepid, a behind the scenes look
at the KISS stage setup, gear and road crew! KISS meet and greets and
candid "uncut" interview footage with all four original members!! This DVD
is KISSTORY in the making!

KISS Resurrection is OUT NOW!

You've got until 4th April to get your entry in, good luck!

Big thank you to Jacob at Wienerworld for arranging the prizes.

Questions

1. On which ship did the 1996 press conference take place?

SS INSCRIPTION SS INTREPID

SS ISABEL SS ISLAND

 

2. What was the first UK show of the reunion tour?
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NEC Wembley

Donington Manchester

 

3. What album was put on hold when the reunion was announced?

Alive IV Carnival Of Souls

Revenge You Wanted The Best...

 

 

Your Details

Name
(Required)

E-mail 
(Required)

Postal 
Address
(Please

remember 

postcode)

Submit Your Answers!

 

Rules:

1. The KISSin' UK editor & Weinerworld Publicity decision is final
2. Only one entry per household is allowed, any duplicate entries will be deleted.
3. Winners will be chosen at random from those who answer all questions 
correctly.
4. All winners will be listed on this page after the competition closes on 4th April
2009.
5. Any entries received without a valid E-mail address or name will be deleted.
6. Rules can be modified at any time if necessary.
7. Your contact details will be passed to Weinerworld as they will be distributing
the prizes
8. KISSin' UK will not be responsible for non-distribution of prizes.

 

 

 


